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1. Representations of athletic prizes, including Panathenaic
prize amphora at far left; marble relief, 2nd century a.c.

Metropolitan Museum of Art (Rogers Fund 59.11.19), New York
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Introduction

Just about everyone is familiar with the ancient Olympic Games be-
cause of their revival in modern times. Less well known are the other
three “crown” festivals of ancient Greece, those held at Delphi,
Isthmia, and Nemea, not to mention local festivals that included ath-
letic, equestrian, and musical contests. One of the most splendid of
these local festivals was that held in Athens every four years in honor
of the city’s patron goddess Athena. Called the greater “All-Athenian,”
or Panathenaia, this week-long religious and civic celebration was the
highlight of the city’s festival calendar. Its various contests, proces-
sions, sacrifices, and other activities involved all the residents of Ath-
ens—not just adult males but also women, children, metics (resident
aliens), foreigners, and even slaves.

The Panathenaic games were distinctive, and no doubt especially
popular with contestants, because of the valuable prizes to be won.
Instead of the wreaths awarded at the prestigious crown festivals
(Olympia: olive; Delphi: laurel; Isthmia: pine; Nemea: celery), most
victors at the Panathenaia were awarded “cash” prizes consisting of
olive oil in black-figured amphoras (1), or in the words of the 5th-
century b.c. poet Pindar, “in fire-baked clay the olive’s fruit” (Nemean
Ode 10). The decorated jar in which this oil was packaged always
bore the official inscription TONAYENEYENAYLON, “one of the
prizes from Athens,” and is therefore called a Panathenaic prize
amphora (2). This distinctive container became emblematic of the
festival and as such appeared on the city’s coinage, with an owl,
symbol of Athena, perched on it.
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2. Obverse of earliest extant Panathenaic prize amphora, ca. 560 b.c.
British Museum (B 130), London
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Historical Background

Like the ancient Olympics, the greater Panathenaic festival grew and
changed over the course of many centuries. Evidence for its history
and development comes from inscriptions and classical authors such
as Pindar, the poet of victory odes, as well as from works of art, such
as the prize amphoras and the Ionic frieze of the Parthenon, and ar-
chaeological excavations. The traditional founding date of the Pan-
athenaic games is 566 b.c., but the festival is clearly much older. Per-
haps as early as the 8th century b.c., and probably under the influ-
ence of the games at Olympia held in honor of Zeus (traditionally
dated 776 b.c.), the festival of Athena incorporated a program of ath-
letic and equestrian competitions. These contests no doubt re-
sembled those of the funeral games for the warrior Patroklos de-
scribed in the Iliad (Book 23), featuring skills that were demanded
in warfare such as running and hurling the javelin. Vase-painting
evidence suggests that musical contests, which were part of the Pyth-
ian games in honor of Apollo at Delphi, also were held at the Pan-
athenaia at an early date.

In the later 6th century b.c., Hipparchos, the younger son of
Peisistratos, tyrant of Athens, embellished the festival with the recita-
tion of the Iliad and the Odyssey by professional rhapsodes; every con-
testant was required to begin where his predecessor stopped so that
each lengthy poem was performed in its proper sequence. The works
of Homer were recognized as a national treasure by all Greeks, so
their appropriation by Hipparchos was an inspired bit of larceny
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worthy of a statesman who, like his father, wished to promote his
city as the political and cultural leader of Greece.

Also during this period, a ten-meter-wide ramp leading up to
the west entrance of the Acropolis was constructed. Its purpose
could have been only ceremonial, that is, to make the approach to
the sacred precinct possible for large processions such as those as-
sociated with the Panathenaia.

The most famous Athenian statesman, Perikles, contributed to
the development of this festival as well. In 442 b.c. he was selected
to be an athlothetes, or supervisor of the contests. He had a particu-
lar interest in the musical competitions and is credited with build-
ing a concert hall, or odeion, on the south slope of the Acropolis
adjacent to the Theater of Dionysos. It was during Perikles’ rule that
the major building campaign on the Acropolis began. The remark-
able Ionic frieze of the Parthenon, with its 378 figures sculpted in
low relief, documents many aspects of the Panathenaic procession
and its culminating ceremony, the presentation of a new robe (peplos)
for the venerable olive-wood cult statue of Athena Polias that was
housed in the Ionic temple known as the Erechtheion.

In the Hellenistic period the prestige and allure of the Pan-
athenaic games may have been at their highest. Inscriptions listing
the winners indicate that the games attracted participants from as
far away as Massalia (Marseilles) and what is Baghdad today. Even
royalty found the competitions worthy of their participation. In the
first half of the 2nd century b.c., King Eumenes II of Pergamon and
his brother Attalos, as well as Queen Kleopatra II of Egypt and her
brother and consort King Ptolemy VI, were winners in the eques-
trian events. The festival appears to have been celebrated until early
in the 5th century of our era, at which time all pagan ceremonies
were decreed illegal.
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3. Scene of games in honor of Patroklos, with spectators on ikria;
fragment of dinos (goblet), ca. 570 b.c.

National Archaeological Museum (15499), Athens

Facilities

The most obvious topographical feature relating to this festival is the
broad street of the Panathenaia, the Panathenaic Way, which runs
for approximately a kilometer from the northwestern gates of the city
near the Kerameikos, through the Agora, and up to the Acropolis ().
The great procession (pompe) in honor of Athena, with its 100 sacrifi-
cial cattle, formed at a special building called the Pompeion and
marched from there to the altar of Athena. Along part of this same
route there also took place one of the more spectacular equestrian
events, the race of the apobatai, in which warriors leapt off of and
ran beside racing chariots and then leapt back on.

Before Perikles built the Odeion, the musical contests as well as
other events took place in the middle of the city’s public square, the
Agora. This area was often referred to as the “orchestra,” and large
postholes are evidence of the supports for wooden bleachers known
as ikria (). Near one group of postholes are five square limestone
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4. Primary features of Athens in 150 b.c.
W. B. Dinsmoor Jr.,  S. L. Martin, ASCSA, Athens

Ilissos River

Lykabettos

Eridanos River

Panathenaic Way

Racetrack

6
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  1 Panathenaic Way
  2 Altar of the Twelve Gods
  3 Stoa of Zeus
  4 Temple of Apollo Patroos
  5 Hephaesteion
  6 Tholos
  7 Bouleuterion
  8 Metroon
  9 Eponymous Heroes
10 Boundary Stones
11 Racetrack (ca. 400 b.c.)
12 Southwest Fountain House
13 Aiakeion

14 South Stoa I
15 Southeast Fountain House
16 Mint
17 Middle Stoa
18 East Building
19 South Stoa II
20 Stoa of Attalos
21 Stadium
22 Crossroads Shrine
23 Royal Stoa
24 Stoa Poikile
25 Eleusinion
26 Altar of Aphrodite Ourania

27 Acropolis
28 Ilissos River
29 Lykabettos
30 Eridanos River

To the Hippodrome (ca. 6 km)

Stadium
Acropolis

Eleusinon

Panathenaic Way
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5. Bases for starting gates and postholes for ikria,
near Agora racetrack

6. Panathenaic stadium in Athens, reconstructed in 1896
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blocks, each with a central socket,
spaced at regular intervals (); these
once helped anchor the starting gates
of a racetrack that accommodated ten
runners. It has been suggested that the
layout of the city center was deter-
mined in part by its function as a site for
the Panathenaic games.

Later the gymnastic events were
moved to the Panathenaic stadium
nestled in a convenient valley across
the Ilissos River southeast of the Acro-
polis. The modern reconstruction of
this stadium (6), originally built late in
the 4th century b.c., dates from the first
Olympics of modern times, which were
held there in 1896. Most of the equestrian events probably took place
in a hippodrome located on a broad open plain near the coast at
Phaleron, where today there is a modern racetrack.

In addition to these for-
mal facilities, Athens, like
other large Greek cities, had
some half-dozen exercise
grounds or gymnasia, liter-
ally places where men
stripped for exercise ().
Here boys and young men
could run, box, wrestle,
jump, and throw the discus
(). On Athenian vase paint-
ings this setting is often in-
dicated by a short pillar that
acted as a turning post for
races.

8. Boxer wrapping his hand with a
leather thong while sitting amid

his athletic equipment; kylix,
ca. 520–510 b.c.

Hood Museum (gift of Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Winfield Smith, class of 1918, C.1970.35),

Dartmouth College, Hanover

 7.  Gymnasion scene of a
nude athlete holding a
strigil and talking with
a companion; kylix (cup),
ca. late 5th century b.c.

(P 30987)
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Training and Trainers

The top athletes in ancient times were professionals, competing in
many games and certainly making a good living from the contests.
Like their modern counterparts, they trained extensively, adopted
a serious regimen of exercise and diet, and sought out skilled train-
ers and coaches. On painted vases, scenes of the gymnasion often

show cloaked and bearded trainers
with forked sticks among the
young nude athletes in training ().
We know of one famous Athenian
trainer named Melesias, an aristo-
crat and personal friend of the poet
Pindar. In Olympian Ode 8 he is
credited with preparing athletes
who won thirty victories.

Just as today, the specialization
of athletics was criticized as exces-
sive and unhealthy. In his Republic
(3.410b), Plato described such train-
ing as designed only to increase
brute strength and not desirable for
citizen soldiers: “A proper training

would produce courage; but if that element is overstrained, it natu-
rally becomes hard and savage.” In general, while the intellectuals
tended to deplore the emphasis placed on athletics, the appeal of
such competitions for the average citizen remained high.

Administration

When every four years the Athenians mounted the festival of the
greater Panathenaia, they invited visitors from far and wide in
Greece and beyond. Months prior to the games special ambassadors,
called spondophoroi, went forth to announce the festival to all the
Greek states on the mainland as well as on the Italian peninsula, and,
in the Hellenistic period, they traveled as far as the Persian Gulf and
North Africa. In the 5th century b.c. the subject allies of Athens

9. Trainer and young jumper
holding halteres

(jumping weights); kylix,
ca. 440 b.c.

Metropolitan Museum of Art
(96.18.119), New York
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were expected not only to send a delegation to march in the proces-
sion, but also to contribute a suit of armor and a cow as offerings
to Athena.

The Panathenaic festival was organized by a group of ten over-
seers called athlothetai, who were appointed by lot, one from each
tribe. According to the Constitution of Athens (60), “they hold of-
fice for four years: they administer the procession of the Panathenaia,
the musical contests, the athletic contests, and the horse race; they
are responsible for the making of the robe, and together with the
council for the making of the vases, and they present the olive oil
to the winning athletes.” During the three years leading up to the
festival they commissioned the prize amphoras from potters, col-
lected the oil from the trees sacred to Athena, and supervised the
weaving of a sacred robe to be presented to the goddess Athena.
Inscriptions tell us that large sums of money were disbursed from
Athena’s treasury to these commissioners of the games.

The Program

Inscriptions carved on stone blocks, or stelai, enable us to reconstruct
a fairly detailed program of musical, gymnastic, and equestrian events
(see pp. 16–17). The entire program probably lasted at least a week
and proceeded from place to place in the city. During the first few
days (in our necessarily hypothetical reconstruction) the musical con-
tests would have been held in the odeion. On days four and five the
stadium would have hosted the athletic events, first for boys and
youths, then for men. The latter ended with a 400-meter race in ar-
mor, an important contest that was the culminating event of the
Olympic games. Colorful chariot displays in the Agora began the
sixth day, which ended with horse races among members of the
Athenian cavalry. On the seventh day the action moved to the hip-
podrome for the more serious (and lucrative) racing of the thorough-
bred horses and chariot teams. The next-to-last day was reserved for
competitions open only to Athenian citizens, the contestants being
organized by tribe. The festival culminated with a grand procession
to the Acropolis, the sacrifice of cattle, and lavish feasting.
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Musical Contests

The musical competition included four events that are often illus-
trated in vase paintings: the kitharodes (singing and playing the
kithara), aulodes (singing to a double-pipe accompaniment), solo
kithara playing, and solo double-pipe (, ). The singing was di-
vided into a men’s and a boys’ competition. Prizes (gold and silver
crowns) for the kithara competitions were over three times as valu-
able as those for the double-pipe. This suggests that kithara perform-
ers were traveling professionals of some distinction.

Music had other important functions at the Panathenaia: pipe-
playing accompanied the dance in armor (the pyrrhike) and the jump-
ing contests, and both pipe-players and kitharists marched in the
Panathenaic procession, as shown by the Parthenon frieze. A
salpinktes, or trumpet player, no doubt heralded the beginning of
the contests, the awards ceremonies, and the great procession.

10 (left). Musical contest with young
singer and flute-player; neck pelike,
ca. 500 b.c.
Metropolitan Museum of Art (Rogers
Fund, 1907, 07.286.72), New York.
Photograph ©1990 The Metropolitan
Museum of Art

11 (below). Kithara player mounting
platform while Nike (Victory)
holds wreath; chous (wine jug),
early 4th century b.c. (P 16910)
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Athletic Contests

Inscriptions recording victors in the Panathenaic games of the Hel-
lenistic period reflect a detailed and unvarying program for the ath-
letic events. The contests for the boys came first. They competed in
six events: three footraces, wrestling, boxing, and a combination of
wrestling and boxing known as the pankration. Young men called
ageneioi, that is, “not yet bearded,” are listed next. They competed
in one footrace, the pentathlon, wrestling, boxing, and the pan-
kration. The men’s division had, in addition to the boys’ and youths’
events, two footraces, one of 800 meters (the hippios), the other of
400 meters in armor (the hoplites). Thus, the boys competed in six
events, the young men in five, and the men in nine. Two of the pre-
mier events of the modern Olympics, the marathon run and the de-
cathlon, are not attested in the ancient games.

Footraces

Footracing was traditionally the oldest competition at Olympia
(Pausanias 5.8.6), and we have very early evidence for it at Athens,
too. The races were run on a straight track, such as the one in the
middle of the Agora, so the runners had to round a turning post in
any race longer than the 200-meter sprint. An elaborate starting gate
called the hysplex ensured that the runners started simultaneously,
but the events themselves were not timed so we don’t know the pace
of ancient runners. In vase paintings we can determine, however,
from the positions of the runners’ arms, whether a long-distance race
or a sprint is depicted ().

Hoplite Race

With its military overtones, the race in armor was especially appro-
priate for the war goddess Athena and may have been introduced
in Athens before its first appearance at Olympia (520 b.c.). Contes-
tants, laden down with metal helmets and shields, were required to
run two lengths of the stadium (400 m). On vases they can be dis-
tinguished from running warriors by the fact that they wear no body
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  Days 1–8 (Hekatombaion 20–27).
  Recitations of Iliad and Odyssey
  Location: Pnyx(?)

  Days 1–3 (Hekatombaion 20–22).
  Musical and Dramatic Competitions
  Location: Odeion(?)

  A. Flute Playing
  B. Kithara Playing
  C. Choral Performances

  Location: Theater of Dionysos

  D. Performances of Tragedies

  Days 4–7 (Hekatombaion 23–26).
  Athletic Competitions

  Day 4. Gymnastic Events
  Location: Stadium
  Open to All Comers

  A. Boys’ Division
1. long race
2. 200 meters
3. 400 meters
4. wrestling
5. boxing
6. pankration

  B. Youths’ Division
1. 200 meters
2. pentathlon
3. wrestling
4. boxing
5. pankration

  Day 5. Gymnastic Events (continued)
  Location: Stadium
  Open to All Comers

  A. Men’s Division
1. long race
2. 200 meters
3. 400 meters
4. 800 meters
5. pentathlon
6. wrestling
7. boxing
8. pankration
9. 400 meters in armor

  Day 6. Equestrian Events
  Location: Agora, or Market Square
  (“in the Eleusinion”)
  Open only to Athenian Citizens, probably
  only the Cavalry

  A. Chariot Competitions
1. driver dismounting race
2. dismounting race
3. two-horse chariot, up and back race
4. two-horse chariot, flat race
5. two-horse parade chariot race
6. two-horse war chariot race

  B. Horse Races for Cavalry
Commanders
1. race in armor for warhorse
2. up and back race
3. flat race

  C. Horse Races for Cavalrymen
1. race in armor for warhorse
2. up and back race
3. flat race

� P R O G R A M O F T h e
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  Day 7. Equestrian Events (continued)
  plus(?) the Anthippasia
  Location: Hippodrome

  A. Open to All Comers
1. thoroughbred race for colts
2. thoroughbred race for full-grown
    horses
3. two-horse sulky race for colts
4. two-horse sulky race for full-grown
    horses
5. four-horse chariot race for colts
6. four-horse chariot race for full-grown
    horses

  B. Open only to Athenian Citizens
1. long distance horse race
2. four-horse war chariot race
3. two-horse parade chariot race
4. two-horse chariot, up and
    back race
5. two-horse war sulky race
6. two-horse sulky, up and back race
7. two-horse sulky, up and back race
8. two-horse sulky, flat race
9. two-horse sulky, flat race

    10. two-horse sulky, flat race

  Day 8 (Hekatombaion 27).
  Tribal Competitions
  Location: Stadium(?)

  A. Pyrrhic Dances
  B. Manliness

  Location: Munychia Harbor

  C. Boat Races

  Night of Day 8. All-Night Celebration
  with Torch Races
  Location: From the Academy to the
  Acropolis

  Day 9 (Hekatombaion 28). Great
  Procession, Sacrifice, and Feast
  Location: Kerameikos, Agora, Acropolis

  Days 10, 11 (Hekatombaion 29–30).
  Rest and Cleanup

P A N A T H E N A I A �
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12 (right). Four long-
distance runners; reverse
of Panathenaic prize
amphora, ca. 480 b.c.
Metropolitan Museum of
Art (Lent by Trade Arts
Investment, Inc.), New York.
Photograph ©1992
The Metropolitan
Museum of Art

13 (below, left). Two
runners, wearing
helmets and carrying
shields, taking part in the
hoplitodromos; fragment
of Panathenaic prize
amphora, ca. 370–360 b.c.
(P 3798)

14 (below, right). Young
jumper leaning forward
holding halteres; kylix,
ca. 510 b.c. (P 1272)
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armor (). In his comedy The Birds (291–292), Aristophanes com-
pares the approaching chorus dressed as high-crested birds with the
motley crew of armored runners in the hoplitodromos, thereby sug-
gesting that there was something a bit comic about these clanking
racers.

Pentathlon

As its name implies, the pentathlon comprised five events: footrace,
long jump, javelin, discus, and wrestling. It appears that one had to
win outright three of the events to be the overall winner, but we
know nothing about the details of the scoring, number of tries al-
lowed, and so forth. Given the variety of skills needed to be a suc-
cessful pentathlete, it is not surprising that Aristotle (Rhetoric 1361b)
praised them for their physical appearance: “Pentathletes are the
most beautiful; they are naturally adapted both for exertion of the
body and swiftness of foot.”

Unlike the barefoot runners, who required no special equipment,
pentathletes had a variety of athletic apparatus. They used lead or
stone jumping weights to improve the distance of their long jump
(14), and a special leather throwing thong was attached to the jav-
elin to enable the throw to be longer and more accurate. The circu-
lar discus was made of bronze, marble, or lead (, ); surviving
examples vary considerably in size (16–34 cm in diameter) and
weight (1.25–6.6 kg, average 2.5 kg), but some of these may have
been votive offerings and not intended for use in the games.

Wrestling, Boxing, Pankration

Wrestling, boxing, and the pankration were known as the “heavy”
events, perhaps because they were relatively brutal, or because there
were no weight classes as exist today. As we see in vase paintings,
those who took part were often large physical specimens. The famous
philosopher Plato, whose name signifies broad shoulders, was known
for his skill as a wrestler.

According to Greek legend, scientific wrestling was invented by
the Athenian hero Theseus, best known as the slayer of the Cretan
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15. Young diskobolos with left
foot off the ground, about to

release the discus; kylix,
ca. 500 b.c. (P 2698)

17. Wrestlers with trainer; skyphos (cup), ca. 500 b.c.
Metropolitan Museum of Art (06.1021.49), New York

16. Nude athlete holding
large discus; krater

(mixing bowl), ca. 490 b.c.
(P 10578)
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Minotaur. Wrestling was both part
of the pentathlon and a separate
event in its own right (17). The ob-
ject of this competition was to win
three falls out of a possible five,
with a fall meaning a pin of the
opponent’s back, shoulders, or hips.

By today’s standards Greek box-
ing was particularly savage, with
blows being directed to the oppo-
nent’s unprotected head rather than
to his body. The fight went on un-
til one of the boxers either was
knocked out or admitted defeat by
raising an index finger (18). There
were no padded gloves; contestants
merely wrapped their hands with light leather thongs and so, for
all intents and purposes, were bare-knuckled. Heavily scarred and
broken-nosed boxers are familiar figures in Greek art.

A combination of wrestling, boxing, and kicking, the pankration
was probably the most violent event of the Panathenaia (19). Finger-
breaking, arm-twisting, choking, and blows to the genitals were not
prohibited, although biting and gouging apparently were. As in box-
ing, the match ended when one contestant gave up or was incapaci-
tated. The Athenian pankratist Kallias is the only periodonikes (win-
ner at all four of the Panhellenic games) known from classical times.
A monument base from the Acropolis records his wins at Olympia,
the Panathenaia, Isthmia (five times), Nemea (four times), and Delphi
(two times).

Equestrian Contests

If prizes are the criterion, the equestrian competitions were the most
prestigious. Because of the expense involved in equipping and spon-
soring a team of horses, only the wealthy could afford to compete.
The rich Athenian aristocrat Alkibiades entered seven chariot teams

18.Two boxers, one about
to strike a blow while the

other holds out right index
finger in gesture of defeat;

kylix, ca. 500 b.c.
(P 24110)
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19. Judge and two older pankratists, one engaged in arm-twisting;
reverse of Panathenaic prize amphora, ca. 480–470 b.c.

Hood Museum (gift of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Winfield Smith, class of 1918, C.959.53),
Dartmouth College, Hanover
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in the Olympics of 416 b.c.,
three of them finishing first,
second, and fourth.

The equestrian contests
at the Panathenaia were or-
ganized into two parts, one
comprising three events open
to all comers, the other com-
posed of seven to ten events
restricted to Athenians. The
open events consisted of a
thoroughbred race, a two-
horse sulky race, and a four-
horse chariot race (the tethrippon) (20, 21). Each of these events had
two divisions, one for young horses and one for those fully grown.
In the pictorial evidence the jockeys are shown as nude youths, but
the charioteers are bearded and wear long gowns. Most often the par-
ticipants, who braved the dangers of riding bareback (without stir-

rups) or of maneuvering a light chariot
around tight, congested turning posts,

were not awarded the prizes. They went
to the horses’ owners, who were often

foreign royalty and, in some instances,
women.

The equestrian competitions
restricted to Athenians had a more
military flavor, such as throwing
the javelin at a target from horse-
back. The precise events varied but
always included war and parade

chariots and climaxed, as though in a
grand finale, with flat-out races for
the two-horse sulky.21. Boy with victory wreath

leading horse; chous,
late 5th century b.c.

(P 23850)

20. Four-horse chariot race;
Panathenaic prize amphora, ca. 500 b.c.
Princeton University Art Museum (bequest of

Mrs. Allan Marquand, 1950.10), Princeton
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22. Armed warrior on chariot in race of the apobatai;
relief on marble base of monument, 4th century b.c. (S 399)

23. Restoration drawing showing both sides (horses on one, lion and
inscription on the other) of marble relief commemorating

tribal victory in the anthippasia, ca. 400 b.c.
W. B. Dinsmoor Jr., ASCSA, Athens
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Special Equestrian Contests

The Agora was the venue for some unusual, time-honored equestrian
displays. The apobates harks back to the time when men dashed into
battle on chariots, leapt off the moving vehicle, and later jumped
back on board (22). Images of this contest, such as that on a victory
monument set up in the Agora in the 4th century b.c., show war-
riors, armed with helmets and shields, perched on the backs of their
racing chariots in what appears to be a dangerous demonstration of
athletic prowess. The orator Demosthenes called it “the noblest and
grandest of competitive exercises.”

In the late-5th and 4th centuries b.c. the Athenian cavalry de-
veloped into an elite corps of 1,000 troops. Its impact on the Pan-
athenaic program is evident in the event known as the anthippasia.
This was a mock cavalry battle in which two squadrons of five regi-
ments each (together representing the ten Athenian tribes) charged
at top speed and rode through one another. Although this event took
place in the hippodrome, a victory monument was set up in the
Agora, in one instance by the winning tribe Leontis, as indicated
by the lion and inscription on the reverse of the monument (23).

Tribal Events

The cavalry display was one of a number of events in which partici-
pation was restricted to members of the ten Athenian tribes; in this
regard the Panathenaia was unique among Panhellenic games. These
tribal units were established by the democracy in 508 b.c., and the
tribal competitions were no doubt instituted as a means of foster-
ing one’s identity with a tribe, much like what happens between
local sports teams and their fans today. This building of group soli-
darity among the boys and young men of the tribes would have paid
off when they joined their military units, which were organized by
tribe.

Boys, youths, and men performed in separate contests of the
pyrrhike. According to legend, Athena performed this dance when
she was victorious over the Giants, and, like their patron goddess,
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24. Pyrrhic dancers; base
from votive offering of
Atarbos, ca. 330–320 b.c.
Acropolis Museum (1338),
Athens. Deutsches
Archäologisches Institut,
Athens, 72/3004

25. Athlete with spiked
crown holding flaming
torch before a turning
post; bell-krater, late 5th
century b.c. (P 12040)

26. Runner passing torch
in torch race; chous,
late 5th century b.c.
(P 28245)
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these dancers wielded a spear and round shield. Plato (Laws 7.815a)
describes their movements, which were performed to the accompa-
niment of the double-pipe: “It consists in imitating, on the one hand,
movements that evade all kinds of blows and missiles—by leaning
to one side, giving way completely, jumping up high or dipping
low—then again striving to imitate the opposites to these, aggres-
sive postures involved in striking with missiles—arrows and javelins
—and with all sorts of blows.” A 4th-century b.c. relief represents
just such a synchronized military dance (24).

One of the least understood tribal contests is that concerning
euandria, or manly excellence. It seems to have been some sort of team
event involving beauty, size, and strength, but as yet we have no
definitive representations of it in Greek art. Another team event was
the “contest of ships,” probably a boat race in the harbor at Piraeus.

Torch Race

The night before the great procession a relay race with torches was
held (25). Its purpose was to bring fire from the altar of Prometheus/
Eros at the Academy outside the city to the altar of Athena on the
Acropolis. Thus, it was an event combining both athletics and ritual.
The distance of over 2,500 meters was covered by forty runners, four
from each of the ten tribes. Vase paintings frequently show the pass-
ing of the torch from one runner to the next (26). The tricky aspect
of this contest was to keep one’s torch lit while racing; the comic
playwright Aristophanes tells of one inglorious runner breaking
wind and thereby extinguishing his torch.

Religious Procession

The final day of the Panathenaic festival was reserved for the main
religious events: a grand procession through the city and the sacri-
fice of 100 oxen to Athena, followed by bountiful feasting. The
Panathenaic procession is depicted in considerable detail on the
sculpted Ionic frieze that runs above the porches and along the up-
per walls of the Parthenon. Here we see a splendid cavalcade of
horsemen arrayed in their tribal ranks. Ahead of them race the
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27. Priest folding the Panathenaic peplos; central slab (V)
of east frieze of Parthenon, 449–432 b.c.

ASCSA, Alison Frantz Collection, Athens

28. Nike presenting prize amphora
to victorious charioteer;
amphora, ca. 440–430 b.c. (P 9486)

detail
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apobatai in armor, leaping on and off their speeding chariots, in a
magnificent display of equestrian skill. Then come the participants
on foot: old men clutching olive branches, musicians with both
kitharai and double-pipes, youths bearing water jars and metics
shouldering grain baskets for the religious rites, the sacrificial ani-
mals led by young herdsmen, and finally, on the east end of the
building, young women in the service of Athena carrying libation
equipment. The culmination of the Panathenaia is depicted in a
unique scene once located above the east door of the Parthenon.
Here, in the presence of the Olympian gods, who are seated on
either side, the priestess of Athena stands back-to-back with the
archon basileus (chief priest); she is receiving stools from two female
stool-bearers while he, with the help of a young temple boy, is fold-
ing up the peplos that has just been presented to the goddess (27).
According to ancient sources, a scene from the battle of the gods
against the Giants was woven into this precious garment.

After the ritual slaughter of the oxen, the meat was distributed
to the populace and celebrations and feasting followed. Some crit-
ics charged that these great state festivals were put on less for reli-
gious reasons than to satisfy the public’s craving for meat.

Prizes

The Panathenaic games were different from the Olympics not only
because of their tribal or team events, but also because of the cash
values of the prizes. Musicians received gold and silver crowns, the
athletes and equestrians olive oil in the special prize amphoras. There
were 1st and 2nd prizes, the latter usually being one-fifth of the
former. The most valuable prize went to the winner of the chariot
race for adult horses: 140 amphoras of oil, or approximately 5,600
liters (28). It has been estimated that approximately 1,400 vases were
commissioned from Athenian potters every four years, although a
mere 1 percent of these survive. This type of vase became so popu-
lar that unofficial and somewhat smaller copies were manufactured
(see front and back covers). Winning tribes were usually rewarded
with an ox for a communal feast.
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29. Perfume vase in shape of kneeling boy victor tying fillet around
his head; ca. 530 b.c. (P 1231)
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In addition to their “cash”
prizes, athletes received other
honors. Their nude bodies were
adorned with ribbons (29) and
their hands filled with leafy
branches. They were often hon-
ored in their hometowns with stat-
ues (30) and with the privilege of
dining for life at state expense. In
some instances the honors were
tongue-in-cheek. A case in point is
a graffito on a coarse ware water
jar from the Athenian Agora that
pokes fun at a man named Titas,
calling him an Olympic victor in
lechery!

Monuments

The Acropolis and Agora, like other Greek sanctuaries and cities,
were once filled with monuments honoring Panathenaic and
Panhellenic victors (31). Two of these have been used in this book-
let to illustrate activities involving horses, but others exist only par-
tially today, in the form of inscribed bases without the statues that
rested upon them. Most useful to the historian trying to reconstruct
the Panathenaic games are the inscribed stelai listing the various
contests, their prizes, and the victorious athletes. One of the most
important of these is an early-4th-century b.c. inscription found on
the Acropolis that lists the prizes awarded for the various events of
the Panathenaia.

Democratic Athens

Even though Athens was a democracy, ancient athletics were not
necessarily democratic in nature. Because athletic prowess required
leisure time for training and expenditures for instruction, athletes
usually came from the aristocratic classes. This would have been even

30. Man standing before
statue, on stepped base, of
victorious athlete holding
athletic equipment; kylix,

ca. 500 b.c.
 Johns Hopkins University

Archaeological Collection (B5),
Baltimore
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31. Athlete making an offering; bronze statuette, ca. 460 b.c.
©The Cleveland Museum of Art, 2003 (gift of the Hanna Fund, 1955.684), Cleveland

more true with regard to equestrian events, as the cost of owning
horses was otherwise prohibitive.

Women were excluded from most areas of public life, religious
activities being the exception. Although they may not have watched
their sons and husbands compete, they played a prominent role in
the Panathenaic procession and wove the peplos for the goddess. As
for slaves, who constituted about 30 percent of the population of an-
cient Athens, they did not customarily compete in the games but
they may have served as jockeys and charioteers.

In antiquity Athens prided itself on being “open to the world”;
by encouraging the participation of outsiders, Athenians enhanced
the fame of their own games and those of Greece in general. The same
is true today. �
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